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Metastatic colorectal cancer remains lethal in the majority 
of patients despite effective chemotherapy and monoclonal 
antibodies, underscoring the need for additional therapies. 
Infiltration of tumor by T cells has been associated with 
longer survival of colorectal cancer patients in numerous 
studies. This finding leads to the hypothesis that adaptive 
immunity is capable ofcontrolling colorectal cancers and 
that activation of T cell responses against colorectal 
cancers (using active specific immunotherapy or 
“therapeutic cancer vaccines”) results in clinical benefit. 
Indeed, various vaccination strategies have been reported 
to increase T cell infiltration into murine and human tumors 
including colorectal cancer. We have performed preclinical 
studies and NCI-sponsored clinical trials demonstrating that 
autologous DC modified with viral vectors encoding tumor 
antigens induce more potent T cell responses than DC 
loaded with peptides or conventional mRNA. We developed 
a broadly applicable and clinically feasible strategy to 
modify autologous DC using a new generation of 
recombinant pox vectors encoding a tumor antigen and 
TRICOM (triad of co-stimulatory molecules B7.1, ICAM-1, 
LFA-3). Early clinical studies demonstrated safety and 
immunogenicity. We have completed an NCI-funded, multi-
center, randomized phase II clinical trial of heterologous 
prime-boost vaccination with recombinant pox vectors  

 
 

encoding CEA and MUC-1 plus injection site doses of GM- 
CSF versus heterologous prime-boost vaccination with 
autologous DC loaded ex vivo with pox vectors for patients 
with resected hepatic and pulmonary metastases of CRC 
(n=74). The purpose of the study was to “pick a winner” 
between either the DC loaded with the poxvectors or the 
poxvectors given with GM-CSF to choose the strategy to 
be used in a phase III trial. A preplanned endpoint was to 
determine overall survival for the vaccine strategies and 
also, to compare this survival with that of a contemporary 
control group of similar patients who were not vaccinated. 
We demonstrated improved overall survival in patients with 
metastatic CRC vaccinated against carcinoembronic 
antigen (CEA) and MUC1 compared to non-vaccinated 
controls. Notably, this strategy was effective in the setting 
of minimal tumor burden following complete 
metastasectomy. Unfortunately, the majority of patients are 
unsuitable for complete metastasectomy and will not only 
have detectable tumor, but also suffer from significant 
immunologic dysfunction, partly characterized by significant 
numbers of regulatory T cells (Tregs). Consequently, we 
hypothesize that patients will benefit from cancer 
immunotherapy in the setting of minimal tumor burden, or 
in combination with immunomodulatory strategies that 
circumvent the immunologic dysfunction.   
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